
Swimming pool ceiling: 705 NOSWEAT

clipso translucent
clipso 507 PT is a translucent 
covering, and with back lighting 
it diffuses 50% of the light. 

Combined with a printed image, 
it creates a cheerful, soft  
lighting ambiance.

Lighting with changing colours 
fosters a sense of wellbeing in 
your interior, perfect for places 
of relaxation, recreation, spas, 
etc.

clipso: a “no limit” concept

clipso meets the requirements of your creativeness. To take 
interior decoration and design to the outer limits, clipso
coverings and profiles can also be used for fitting out stands, 
lightboxes, suspended signs, sliding doors and partitions.  
Let your imagination run wild!

www.clipso.com

Restaurant ceiling: 507 PT

Shop ceiling: 507 PT

Stand housings: 507 P Living room sliding doors: 507 P

705 NOSWEAT and 705 NOSTAIN 
are the latest products in the 
clipso range.

clipso 705 NOSWEAT is water 
repellent, ideal for installation in 
damp areas: bathrooms, pools, 
spas, etc. It keeps walls and 
ceilings clean and dry for a long 
time.

As for clipso 705 NOSTAIN, it 
is dirt-repellent. Stains come 
off easily. It is ideal for use in 
kitchens, factories, childcare 
centres etc.

clipso water-repellent & dirt-repellent

Kitchen wall: 705 NOSTAIN

NEW FEATURES

clipso is the only brand of stretch ceilings and walls that manufactures extra wide coverings, measuring 
up to 5 m in width. Every stage of production is strictly controlled in the plant, right through to delivery. 
This means that you are guaranteed to get products of exceptional quality, together with efficient services. 

With clipso, you’re making the right choice!

PVC-free ecological coverings

decorate and renovate your

walls and ceilings
Compatible with ALUMINIUM, ABS, PVC profiles...

www.clipso.com
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clipso classic

clipso: an ideal solution clipso: a multitude of potential applications

Living and working in a good 
acoustic environment is a priceless 
comfort!

clipso 495 D covering features 
250,000 micro-perforations per sq. 
metre. Combined with an acoustic 
absorber, it attenuates sound 
nuisances. 

clipso  is compatible with all types 
of acoustic absorbers, such as 
glass wool, rock wool, etc.

clipso products are for 
building professionals 
(architects, contractors, 
craftsmen, etc), printers, 
exhibition stand specialists 
and individuals. 

For new buildings and 
renovations, clipso 705 S 
coverings enhance ceilings and 
walls of residential and public 
places. The highly aesthetic 
finish with no joints or seams is 
flawless.

Available in widths up to 5 m, in 
many finishes: matte, metallic, 
flocked, etc.  

Lighting systems: spotlights, 
fixtures, optical fibres, etc. can 
be integrated. 

Thanks to the latest “oversize” 
digital printing techniques, 
ceilings and walls are perfect 
surfaces for decorating. They 
can be used to create illusions 
and as communication and 
decoration media. 

clipso 507 P offers an unlimited 
number of visuals. Discover our 
photo gallery on our website, 
and feel free to check with us to 
have your own photos printed. 

• Extra-wide coverings, up to 5 m 
wide, with no PVC

• Compatible with ALUMINIUM, 
ABS, PVC profiles...

• Cold installation: fast, easy and 
clean

• CE standard certificate
• Oeko-Tex green label
• Antibacterial and sanitized
• Dirt and water-repellent
• Thermal insulation
• Acoustic optimisation
• Printable
• Can be integrated into lighting 

systems
• Excellent value for money

clipso design clipso acoustic

For new buildings and renovations, clipso offers a full range of innovative coverings and profiles for stretch walls and ceilings. Both 
decorative and functional, clipso coverings are available in classic, design, acoustic, translucent, antibacterial, dirt-repellent and 
water-repellent. With a solution for your every need, clipso meets all your expectations!

clipso’s truly revolutionary coverings enhance walls and ceilings!

clipso: a cutting-edge technique

clipso coverings are made of polyester mesh, coated with 
polyurethane. Thanks to a system of high-tech profiles, 
clipso coverings dress walls and ceilings and contour 
the most complex and varied shapes. They adapt to every 
architectural style, whether modern or classic.

Thanks to our certifications, 
clipso is ideal for residential and 
public buildings: airports, offices, 
hotels, restaurants, shopping 
malls, shops, schools, hospitals, 
homes, etc.

Before, Living room ceiling

After, Living room ceiling: 705 S

Before, Hotel corridor wall

After, Hotel corridor wall: 507 P Museum ceiling: 495 D

Living room wall: 507 P Swimming pool ceiling: 507 P

Shop wall: 507 PT

Meeting room ceiling: 495 D

www.clipso.com


